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Regular contributor, Dr Roger Higgs has a review of an important new book to share with Principia Scienti!c
International readers. Corona, False Alarm?: Facts and Figures is currently the #1 best seller on Amazon’s
Biostatistics section and already has 144 !ve star ratings and o"ers astonishing facts and !gures behind the
fake pandemic that everyone needs to see.
As Dr Higgs writes in his review of the book for Amazon:

“This magni!cent inexpensive little book (just 136 pages) has taken Germany by storm and will
astonish you. The authors are an eminent epidemiologist and a biochemist/biologist, who
happen to be married. The book is scienti!cally rigorous, with 246 references(!), but easily
understood by non-specialists.
You will be appalled and, hopefully, livid at the way governments and the media
have misinformed you
you. In my own !eld (geology), the same degree of wicked deception
applies to ‘man-made’ global warming. In reality, the ongoing slight warming (soon to revert to
cooling) is perfectly natural, Sun-driven, highly bene!cial to society, and nothing whatsoever to
do with CO2.
In both cases there’s very clearly a population-control agenda in play, perpetrated by the same
people, the controllers of the UN (including ‘deadly covid’ WHO and ‘climate crisis’ IPCC), WEF,
EU, MSM, Facebook, etc. Dr Roger Higgs, DPhil (geology, Oxford, 1982-86), Consultant Geologist.

Get Your Copy Today! ((Amazon
Amazon))
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In a congratulatory email to the book’s authors, Dr Higgs continues:

The same degree of deception that you have exposed in the case of covid applies
equally to ‘anthropogenic’ global warming (AGW), which the vast majority of
geologists knows, or at least feels, is untrue. It is no coincidence that the perpetrators,
the IPCC, are another agency of the United Nations, like the WHO. Sadly, most geologists, and
doubtless most virologists, are too afraid for their careers to speak out; but there comes a time
to put principles above career. For your interest, here are two very brief (3 minutes each) items
denouncing AGW which I posted online a few months ago: here and here.”
Amazon describes the book thus:

Covid 19 Vaccines: Science Abuse in the
Furtherance of Tyranny December 4, 2020
Operation Warp Speed Boss Admits New
Vaccine Has ‘Signi!cant Side E"ects’
December 4, 2020
Red Cross Demands Media Ban of COVID-19
Vaccine Skeptics December 4, 2020
Dr Vernon Coleman: Observations on The

“Cut to the facts about coronavirus in Corona, False Alarm?, the runaway German bestseller. In
June 2020, Corona, False Alarm? exploded into the German market, selling 200,000 copies and
75,000 e-books in six weeks. No other topic dominates our attention as much as coronavirus
and COVID-19, the infectious disease it triggers. There’s been a global deluge of contradictory
opinions, fake news, and politically controlled information. Di"ering views on the dangers
posed by the pandemic have led to deep division and confusion, within governments, society,
and even among friends and family. In Corona, False Alarm?, award-winning researchers Dr.
Sucharit Bhakdi and Dr. Karina Reiss give clarity to these confusing and stressful times. They
o"er analysis of whether radical protective measures-including lockdown, social distancing, and
mandatory masking-have been justi!ed, and what the rami!cations have been for society, the
economy, and public health. Dr. Bhakdi and Dr. Reiss provide dates, facts, and background
information, including: How Covid-19 compares with previous coronaviruses and the #u virus
What infection numbers and the death rate really tell us The challenges around lockdown:
Were the protective measures justi!ed? Mandatory mask-wearing: Does the science support it?
Does the race for vaccine development make sense? What are the chances of success? Will the
vaccine be safe? Will people accept it? Corona, False Alarm? provides you with sound
information and substantiated facts-and encourages you to form your own opinion on the
corona crisis.”

Pandemic Fraud December 4, 2020
Do You Know These Scienti!c Pioneers?
December 4, 2020
‘The Contagion Myth’ – New Book Exposing
COVID-19 Fallacies December 4, 2020
Here’s Why You Should Skip the Covid
Vaccine December 4, 2020
Retired Top Judge Slams UK Govt Over
Pandemic ‘Vandalism’ December 3, 2020
Did a 9th planet ‘escape’ billions of years
ago? December 3, 2020
COVID Fraud: Study Exposing Death Toll Lies
Mysteriously Disappears December 3, 2020
Swiss Authorities Turn ‘Vaccine Hesitant’
Over COVID-19 December 3, 2020

Corona, False Alarm?: Facts and Figures is available to buy now on Amazon.

About Dr Roger Higgs: Roger holds a Doctor of Philosophy (geology, Oxford, 1982-86) and heads Geoclastica
Ltd. He has spent the last 5 years researching on ALL scienti!c aspects of Earth’s endless climate change,
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including geology (his own !eld), astrophysics, oceanography & palaeoclimatology and is an avowed denier of
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Almost Kills 4-Year-Old

“In reality, the ongoing slight warming…[has]… nothing whatsoever to do with CO2.”
That is not only true, but a necessary fact of physics due to the laws [second] of thermodynamics, which in this
particular subject is also easy to comprehend:
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Climate change mechanics conspires to do away with the physics of the atmosphere, where action and reaction
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is abandoned. When a new gas molecule is introduced into the atmosphere, dislocation takes place, where if the
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new molecule is denser than the atmosphere (contains less heat energy), such as carbon dioxide, the gas
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molecule sinks displacing upwards the warmer nitrogen and oxygen molecules, thereby immediately cooling the

sticker."

area of dislocation. As warmer nitrogen and oxygen molecules rise, they in turn push downwards cooler
nitrogen and oxygen molecules, further cooling the atmosphere.
Conversely, if the new gas molecule has more heat energy than the nitrogen-oxygen based atmosphere (such as
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methane), the new molecule rises, displacing relatively cooler nitrogen and oxygen molecules downwards,
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which displaces upwards relatively more heat retaining nitrogen and oxygen molecules, thereby cooling the
area of dislocation.
Thermodynamics in action in the atmosphere that keeps the Earth cool when increased radiation isn’t the new
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variable introduced.
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As for what is causing the Earth to warm, and the Earth is indeed warming (and getting greener thanks to
increased carbon dioxide), see if you can !gure that out without my assistance.
Hint: Keep your feet on the…
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At my blog, read the articles…
‘House of Cards: The Collapse of the ‘Collapse’ of the USSR’
‘Playing Hide And Seek In Yugoslavia’
Then read the article, ‘The Marxist Co-Option Of History And The Use Of The Scissors Strategy To Manipulate
History Towards The Goal Of Marxist Liberation’
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Solution
The West will form new political parties where candidates are vetted for Marxist ideology/blackmail, the use of
the polygraph to be an important tool for such vetting. Then the West can !nally liberate the globe of vanguard
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What is truly amazing about this article and book is that it is available on Amazon and such a glowing
description of it. Amazon has taken other COVID-19 books down under its umbrella of censoring
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misinformation.
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